While reading
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1 Put words on the left with words on the right.

- old short
- long closed
- behind interesting
- small in front of
- open new
- boring big

2 What is first? Number the sentences.

a Pete’s mother and father go shopping.

b Pete goes to the White Rose.

c Pete wants to do some Chinese.

d Pete meets Tom Carter, a pirate.

e Pete is washing Summer Sun.

f Pete finds a knife on the beach.

3 Underline the wrong words and put the right ones.

a Pete is in the Caribbean with his mother and brother. …………………

b Pete’s mother teaches him for four hours every day. …………………

c Pete finds a big knife on the beach.
………………

d The pirate watching Pete has long black hair.
………………

e The pirates only walk and talk one year every hundred years. …………………

f The pirates treasure is on a small boat.
………………

4 Put the underlined letters in the right place to make a word.

a The Story of Your Family is a syohrti website.
………………

b Pete finds an old knife on the aehbc …………………

c Pete’s mother and father need to do some iopghpms ………………… in a small town.

d The pirates usually live dneu ………………… the water.

e The pirate’s arteseru ………………… is on a small island.

f Pete’s cemhnai ………………… can help the pirates.
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5 Are these sentences right (√) or wrong (X)?

a The captain takes a long rope and goes in the water. √

b Before the storm, the pirates take Pete and Summer Sun back to Blue Sea Island. √

c Pete and the pirate captain have the same name. √

d Pete looks at a history website on his computer. √

e The pirate captain is Pete’s grandfather. √

f The pirates go under the water at six o’clock. √

g Pete talks to his parents about the pirates. √

h Pete likes history now. √

6 Finish the story with the right words.

raining looks going take arrives swims finds is wait say go Pete (a) ………………… for the pirate’s treasure and they (b) ………………… and watch. He (c) ………………… it and now Pete (d) ………………… a pirate. Suddenly, a storm (e) ………………… and the pirates and Pete (f) ………………… back to the White Rose. It is (g) ………………… and the sea is black. The Summer Sun is (h) ………………… up and down in the sea. A pirate (i) ………………… to the Summer Sun with a rope. The pirates (j) ………………… the boat back to Blue Sea Island. The pirates need to (k) ………………… goodbye and go under the water. Now, Pete (l) ………………… that history is fantastic.

7 Answer the questions.

a Where does Pete find the pirate’s treasure?
………………

b Who does Pete go back to the White Rose with?
………………

c What is near the White Rose in the storm?
………………

d What does Tom take into the water?
………………

e What is the captain’s name?
………………

f When do the pirates go under the water?
………………

g What does Pete want to do tomorrow?
………………
Pete and the Pirates

1 Are these sentences right (√) or wrong (×)?

a Pete’s mother is a doctor. √
b Pete washes the Summer Sun in the evening. ×
c The pirate is standing behind some trees. √
d Pete’s mother and father go shopping in a small town. ×
e Pete writes an e-mail on the White Rose. √
f The White Rose is a big boat. ×
g The captain has a white face and a hat. ×
h Tom takes a short and heavy rope and swims to the Summer Sun. ×
i The pirates say goodbye in the evening. ×
j Pete and his mother and father talk about the pirates. √

2 Put the right answers with the questions.

a What time do Pete and his mother do some work? …..
b What does Pete find on the beach with his metal-detector? …..
c Where is the pirate standing? …..
d Who is watching Pete on the beach? …..
e What do Pete’s mother and father need to do? …..
f What is the name of the pirate’s ship? …..
g What colour is the sea? …..
h Where do the pirates take Pete and Summer Sun? …..
i What do Pete and the captain look at on the computer? …..
j What do Pete and his mother and father talk about? …..

1) A pirate.
2) Some shopping.
3) Black.
4) An old knife.
5) Back to Blue Sea Island.
6) The storm.
7) At nine o’clock in the morning.
8) A history website.
9) The White Rose.
10) Behind some trees.

3 Finish the sentences with the right word.

with back behind in for only quickly
down at near

a The Morgan family are on holiday …………. the Caribbean.
b Pete’s mother teaches him …………. three hours every day.
c Pete is looking …………. his computer on the boat.
d There is a small boat …………. some trees.
e The captain of the pirates …………. has one leg.
f Pete looks for the treasure …………. his metal detector.
g The pirates go …………. back to the White Rose.
h The Summer Sun is …………. the White Rose.
i The boat is going up and …………. in the sea.
j Pete’s mother and father come …………. an hour later.

4 Circle the wrong word in the sentences.

a Pete’s mother am is a teacher.
b One morning, Pete is washing wash the boat.
c Pete goes to at the beach near the boat.
d The pirate is standing behind any some trees.
e There is are a small town near the beach.
f Pete needs to write writing some e-mails.
g The pirates look at their his treasure on the boat.
h The captain talks quiet quietly to Pete.
i Pete can’t to watch Tom in the water.
j Pete don’t doesn’t know the captain’s name.

5 What is first in the book? Number the sentences.

a □ Pete talks to his father on the beach about shopping.
b □ Pete looks for the pirate’s treasure with his metal detector.
c □ The Summer Sun is going up and down in the storm.
d □ The pirates look at their treasure on the White Rose.
e □ Tom is in the water with a long heavy rope.
f □ Pete and his mother and father talk about the storm.
g □ Pete doesn’t want to do history.
h □ Pete is writing an e-mail on the Summer Sun.
i □ Pete and his family arrive in the Caribbean.
j □ A pirate is standing behind some trees and is watching Pete.